
The below answer sheet is for your own self-assessment. 
Please keep your completed questionnaires and answers 
on file for your record. 

1. What are the benefits for a city to become an Olympic city?

Proponents believe that hosting the Olympic Games can increase valuable tourism, boost local
economies, and grow a host country’s global trade and stature.

2. How to use low to no-carbon approaches, innovative technologies, and environmental materiality
applications for the Brisbane Games?

• The most successful built heritage adaptive reuse projects are those that best respect and retain the
building’s heritage significance and add a contemporary layer that provides value for the future.

• Designing and making spaces healthy, amenable, safe, accessible and inclusive.
• Providing centres -including multi-use precincts -that create the heart of a community for consumers

outside of the retail offerings.
• Supporting and investing in social issues of significant concern in local communities

3. How do you design Olympic Games spaces that can endure for decades to come?

• Infrastructure, either new or improved, creates the greatest impact on the host city.
• Design buildings that will have multiple uses- sports, residential.
• Don’t design for an Olympic Games, design as a new suburb/precinct.

4. How can we best employ the principles of placemaking and human-centred design are used to create 
enduringarchitectural and property outcomes post Brisbane Olympics?

Host city projects like major sporting events or cultural facilities present implications for cities’ existing
energy and transport infrastructure. These are often opportunities to be inventive and address these
needs while solving longstanding issues and understanding trends. The routing of new supporting
transport links and services can provide economic stimulus to related areas that otherwise wouldn’t
benefit directly from a scheme’s headline purpose.
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